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Abstract.
This paper presents the design and manufacture of
lightweight membrane panels using a textile-rod system composed
of bespoke multi-material knit membranes and bending-active rods.
These two components come together to create cladding panels of
non-standardised curved geometries. Moreover, this paper will explore
how these two components can be designed to provide geometric control
over the shaped panel. It will also demonstrate how these panels can
be made into a modular system through the assembly of a 2x2 panel
prototype.
Keywords. Knitted Textiles; Multi-material; Membrane panels;
Textile Hybrid Systems; CNC Knitting.

1. Introduction
This paper demonstrates the design, fabrication and installation of modular façade
cladding membrane panels. These are composed of bespoke knitted textiles and
bending-active rods to form curved non-standardised geometries.
The motivation behind this research is the manufacture of non-standardised
curved façade envelopes which present a challenge to be created economically on
a building scale. Current methods used in practice to fabricate these geometries
rely on Computer Numeric Control (CNC) milling to create a customised mould
from large blocks of expendable material, such as EPS foam or timber (Henriksen,
2017). These moulds serve as a solid surface for either concrete casting or resin
composite lamination.
However, this method is a costly and resource-intensive endeavor. This is
primarily due to the nature of subtractive manufacturing where significant amount
of material is consumed during the production of the moulds. These moulds are
also mostly used for several instances before being discarded, further adding to
the material waste generated from this method (Henriksen, 2017). Thus, there is
a need for alternative materials and fabrication methods to create these forms in a
resource-efficient manner.
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1.1. TEXTILE MEMBRANES IN CONSTRUCTION

One such strategy would be to use textiles to create these non-standardised curved
forms for façade cladding applications (Paech, 2016). Its manufacturing process
involves cut-and-join methods where fabricators cut out designated shapes from
larger sheets of textile and join them together along their edges with sewing or
welding methods. These are typically pulled taut onto a rigid structural frame to
create the curved geometry.
Their low self-weight and ability to transfer tensile loads across their surfaces
allows for large uninterrupted spans with minimal intermediate supports. These
properties also reduce the size of the structural frames needed to support
the membranes as compared to heavier concrete or composite façade panels
(Kronenburg, 2015). Thus, this makes them a feasible substitute for façade panels
made from stiffer materials.
1.2. IMPROVING STRUCTURAL MEMBRANES

This research seeks to improve upon the conventional design and manufacture
of structural membranes by asking the research question: “How do we redesign
(a) structural membranes and (b) its framing systems to create non-standardised
curved geometries in a resource-efficient manner?”
For membranes, we propose the use of bespoke multi-material knitted textiles
which offer variable and controlled elasticity to influence its shaped form. This
research uses CNC weft knitting technology to design variations in stitch patterns
from a combination of glass fibre and elastane yarns. This paper also proposes a
design strategy to customise these textiles to control its geometry when shaped.
Thus, we believe that the use of designed knitted textiles will allow fabricators
to forgo the need for cut-and-join processes when forming non-standardised
geometries.
The next part explores new a textile shaping and tensioning strategy premised
on the principles of textile hybrid systems. The study shows how the interaction
between an elastic linear rod inserted within a knitted membrane can create unique
internally shaped panel geometries. This offers a straightforward way to shape
a textile and negates the need for stiffer curved framing members which would
require machinery to bend to a target curved profile.
The results from these studies will culminate to a 2x2 textile-rod panel
prototype which demonstrates how multiple of these panels can be assembled as a
continuous envelope. These will be affixed onto an aluminium pipe frame which
serves as a makeshift load-bearing structure.
The objectives of this research are:
• Exploring the geometric range of multi-material textiles, knitted out of two
stitch patterns, internally shaped by a bending-active rod;
• Implementing a textile design strategy to create graded knitted membranes
based on an input geometry;
• Demonstrating how these textile-rod panels can be assembled together and
mounted on a frame.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. CUSTOMISING KNIT MEMBRANES

The choice of knitted membranes stems from its inherent elasticity and versatility
in customisation, which is more so than woven textiles used typically as structural
membranes. Knitted textiles have an intermeshed loop structure which can deform
and shear to non-developable geometries with large surface curvatures without
wrinkling - a problem faced when shaping stiffer woven textiles. Moreover,
CNC (weft) knitting as a manufacturing process is more versatile than weaving.
CNC knitting offers stitch-by-stitch control whereas customisation in weaving is
limited to the yarns inserted the warp direction. The former technique allows
for more minute variations of its internal microstructure (stitch patterns) and
materials. Thus, CNC knitting provides the ability to create heterogeneity within
the membrane by mechanically grading the textile via creating intermediate
regions of elasticity and stretch capacity within a single piece of textile. Possible
grading strategies include knitting with (i) differentiated stitch patterns and (ii) a
secondary yarn material.
Designing with differentiated stitch patterns is a common textile design
strategy in the production of graded knitted textiles. This changes the way the
loops are being formed and a group of these loops creates a stitch pattern. These
are essentially repeatable unit cells that are mapped within the membrane which
influences its tensile elasticity/stiffness and elongation capacity. This strategy has
been implemented by Tamke, et al. and Ahlquist, et al. in their installations of
Isoropia (Ramsgaard Thomsen et al., 2019) and Mobius Rib-Knit (Ahlquist, 2015)
respectively. Both designed their knits with different stitch patterns within the
same membrane to alter its stretch capacity at designated regions, allowing it to
conform to bent boundary rods or auxiliary tensioning elements.
Another strategy involves knitting a secondary yarn material that features a
distinctly different mechanical performance from the base yarn material. This
potentially changes the elasticity of the textile to greater extent than altering the
textile’s stitch patterns. While multi-material knits are more commonly featured
in other fields to introduce functional properties to the textiles, few literature
exists of designing multi-material textiles for geometric shaping. Sharmin &
Ahlquist’s research on textile-reinforced composites (Sharmin & Ahlquist, 2016)
is the closest example, where they knitted stiffer and heavier synthetic yarns around
a region of nylastic yarn. This difference in elasticity induced bending forces
within the textile while it is being restrained and laminated with epoxy resin. These
forces caused the cured composite panel to flex into different geometries after
being released from its restraints.
In this research, we propose combining the above two strategies to create
a multi-material stitch pattern using glass fibre and elastane yarns alongside a
base pattern of glass fibre yarn. This grades the textile with localised regions of
elasticities with the intention of providing control over the geometry when shaped,
while maintaining a tensioned membrane surface. This also expands upon our
previous work (Tan & Quek, 2019) with a revised method to map the different
stitch patterns.
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2.2. TEXTILE HYBRID SYSTEMS

Textile hybrid systems are structural configurations that consist of bending-active
rods and tension-active knitted membranes. These two inherently elastic
components depend on each other to resolve the internal forces to create a
structurally stable system: the rods define a rigid curved boundary around
the membrane which, in turn, restrains the bent rods and keeps them held
in place (Ahlquist, 2015). This interaction effectively creates a shaping and
tensioning system for structural membranes. This system has been also used with
graded knitted membranes in architecture academia with two recent installations
mentioned in section 2.1.
One way to use this system, that has yet to be experimented, would be to
induce bending of the membrane’s surface by inserting a central elastic rod. This
strategy is akin to adding a ridge in the middle of the membrane to increase its
curvature through out-of-plane deformation. In turn, this research hypothesizes
that this interaction with the tensioned knitted membrane can cause rod to flex
and create specific curve profiles. This results in the formation unique scalloped
shaped shapes without the need for machine bending methods. Moreover, while
these systems have been used primarily as stand-alone systems, there is potential
in adopting textile hybrid systems as a panelling system. Scaling down to the size
of discrete panels localises the load transfer from the entire membrane surface to
the individual panel units. This also allows the panels to tesselate and conform to
an input envelope geometry.
3. Multi-Material Knitted Textile
This research produces these bespoke textiles on the Shima Seiki MACH2
®XS-153 WHOLEGARMENT flat-bed weft-knitting machine. These are
composed of a base glass fibre (GF) yarn of 224 tex and a secondary elastane
(E) yarn of 210d spandex wrapped with 75d*2 polyester and dyed blue. We
chose these synthetic yarns to create structural membranes suitable for outdoor
environmental conditions.
The textile features three main stitch patterns: (a) Interlock pattern knitted
with GF yarns (GF_I); (b) Milano interlock pattern knitted with GF and E yarns
(GFE_MI); (c) Modified tubular jersey pattern knitted with GF and E yarns.
Pattern (c) creates continuous channels integrated as part of the textile and allows
bending-active rods to be inserted through them. They have two variations of (ci)
the horizontal and vertical boundary channels and (cii) an integrated channel that
is knitted diagonally across the main body of the textile. Additionally, we perform
uniaxial and biaxial stretching tests to characterise the tensile performance of the
main body patterns of GFE_MI and GF_I.
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Figure 1. Different stitch patterns within the graded textile.

Figure 2. Uniaxial tensile tests of GF Interlock pattern and GFE Milano interlock pattern.

Figure 3. Biaxial stretching test set up.
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Table 1. Biaxial stretching results.

These tests demonstrate that GFE_MI pattern has a higher initial stiffness than
the GF_I pattern. This results in a smaller area increase needed to pretension
membranes knitted out of GFE_MI than GF_I, making it suitable as the smaller
‘base’ pattern. On the other hand, the larger loops of the GF_I pattern can be
stretched out over a larger area, making it viable for areas experiencing increased
elongation.
4. Internally Shaped Geometries
This section explores the geometric range achievable by inserting an elastic rod
through the central integrated channel of the membrane. This is to assess how the
parameters of rod and textile affect the geometry of the textile.
It uses three types of textiles design, one entirely knitted with the Milano
interlock pattern (GFE_MI) and two being diagonally graded with interlock and
Milano interlock pattern (G1, G2). The set up creates a 600 x 600mm textile-rod
panel assembly with four stiff carbon fibre tubes as the boundary rods. We mount
this assembly onto an aluminium frame using 3D printed joints and bolts, which
isolates the membrane’s bending to within its surface. We then fit the boundary
members with 3D printed corner joints which house the tubes and set the start and
end angles of the central rod. After installing the flat tensioned membrane, we
insert Delrin rods of varying diameters (6/8mm) and lengths (900/1000/1100mm)
through the central channel, causing the rod to flex and deform textile’s surface.

Figure 4. Experimental set up for internally shaped geometries.
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We scan each geometry using an Artec EVA 3D scanner, clean up and align the
point cloud in its proprietary software and export the .STL mesh to Rhino. Using a
Grasshopper script, we extract the profile of the curved rod and analyse its profile
shape, assembly height in the z-axis, curvature and deviation from its intended
plane. We scanned a total of 25 unique panel geometries.

Figure 5. Scanning and parameter extraction.

Figure 6. Several analysed internally shaped geometries.
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These results reveal that the diameter of the Delrin rod has a significant
influence over the curve profile and curvature. The smaller 6mm diameter rod
allows longer rods to be inserted and this produces higher curvature, making it
suitable to form S-shaped curves. However, its lower stiffness causes it to deflect
under the tensile forces of the membrane to create M-shaped curves instead of
C-shaped ones. On the other hand, 8mm diameter rods are stiffer and retain its
shape to create C-shaped profiles.
The textile design primarily affects the deviation from the curve’s intended
plane. GFE_MI is the most suitable for forming S-shaped panels with low
deviations. This could also be attributed to the symmetry of the pattern which
causes the central rod to be tensioned equally on both sides. The graded patterns
generally deflect the rod towards the stiffer GFE_MI side. This is beneficial for
the formation of C-shaped panels in the case of G2 as it bends the 8mm rod into
its intended plane.
5. 2x2 Panel Prototype
The next goal is to create a modular textile-rod panelling system that can be
assembled into a larger continuous envelope. This section manufactures a 2x2
panel prototype mounted onto an aluminium pipe frame. This adopts the textile
and rod parameters from the previous study to design these panels.
We referenced the four panel geometries from a segment of the preliminary
design of a human-scale pavilion’s envelope with 2 x C-shaped curved surfaces
and 2 x S-shaped curved surfaces. These quadrilateral panels are bounded by
stiffer GFRP rods and with a central Delrin rod inserted through the membrane’s
surface. The design strategy uses a revised Grasshopper script based on our
previous paper (Tan & Quek, 2019) which dispatches stitch patterns based on a
form-found quad mesh geometry. It scales down the textile based on boundary
lengths and identifies which mesh faces have areas that exceed a certain percentage
(185%) of the smallest mesh face. This value is derived from the biaxial stretching
tests to ensure that the larger Interlock pattern is in tension when stretched to that
size. If any mesh face elongates past this percentage value, it gets assigned the
interlock pattern, while the remainder becomes the Milano interlock pattern.

Figure 7. Stitch pattern mapping textile design strategy.
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Figure 8. Mapped stitch patterns for 2x2 panel prototype.

Figure 9. Assembly of the panels using customised 3D printed joints.

A group of three students and the author assembled the entire prototype over
a few hours without much difficulty. The elasticity of these components provided
a high installation tolerance and eased the assembly process and with all the four
membranes being well in tension. The biggest obstacle was to fit the fourth and
final panel. We had to prop up the frame to access the front and back of the panels
to cover the central joint with the fabric corner. This is an issue that needs to be
addressed when fitting the panels above ground level.

Figure 10. 2x2 panel prototype.
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6. Conclusion & Future Work
In summary, this paper demonstrates the following:
• Knitting and mechanical characterisation of glass fibre and elastane knitted
stitch patterns;
• Exploration of a shaping strategy using bending-active Delrin rods to internally
shape knitted membranes and showing how the input parameters affect the
outcome geometry;
• Testing a stitch mapping strategy to create bespoke multi-material textiles to
match an input form-found geometry;
• Demonstrating how the textile-rod panelling system can be designed and
interconnected as a 2x2 panel prototype assembly.

The next step works towards applying this modular system as an envelope skin
for a human-scale pavilion. This pavilion will be covered in a future paper that
details its design development, component manufacture and installation. As the
final goal is to create an exterior membrane panelling system, we need to ensure
weather proofing and long-term outdoor durability of our membranes. This can be
improved by knitting glass fibre yarns coated with Telfon (PTFE) and evaluated
by accelerated aging tests to determine the service life of our knitted membranes
in a tropical climate.
Furthermore, this research broadens the potential of façade membranes to be
used as dynamically actuated sunscreens. Flexing the Delrin rod by changing
its start/end angles produces different curve profiles which alters the membrane’s
surface curvature. As such, we can pair this system with thermal sensors to modify
the depth of the sunshade as a real-time response to recorded solar radiation.
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